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Introduction

One of the principal design considerations in a flow switching network is the definition of aflow.
Flow switching uses a network of connection oriented switches that allow flows to be cut-thr
on their own connection. The granularity of a flow can vary over a wide range from the very
for example an individual application level transaction, to the very coarse, such as the aggr
traffic on the next hop between adjacent routing nodes. There are technical trade-offs to be
ered together with the constraints of current technology when addressing the question of th
appropriate level of aggregation. It appears that all the levels of aggregation have their plac
flow switching and that the aggregation level should be a parameter available to network de
ers for optimization.

Flows and flow switching networks

Flow switching networks are characterized by the combination of conventional store-and-fo
routing and a connection oriented, cut-through switching network such as an ATM or frame
network3. The routers are made aware of the topology of the cut-through network by, for exa
locating one router with each cut-through switch and interconnecting the routers with defau
channels that are congruent with the links in the switching network. The network of routers
perform store-and-forward routing as well as running dynamic routing protocols but these f
tions are augmented with the capability to establish cut-through connections in the network
switches. These connections are used to carry the traffic of persistent networkflows. Once a flow
has been redirected onto its cut-through the routers are no longer burdened with forwardin
flow’s datagrams. This paper concerns the definition of such flows.

The most general definition of the term flow in this context is somewhat unhelpful: a flow is
which is cut-through on its own connection. However, since the purpose of declaring a flow
cutting it through is to save the cost of making forwarding decisions, a flow ought to be a
sequence of datagrams that, in the absence of topology changes, take the same route thou
network. To define flows more specifically we must first distinguish the various flavors in wh

1. To be presented at the Electronics Industries Forum, Boston May 6-8, 1997. Copyright © 1997 IEEE.
2. {worster, avri}@gdc.com
3. To date most of the industry’s emphasis in flow switching has been on ATM although the general mode

are applicable to almost any connection oriented network technology.
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they come. The first distinction we can make is between flow definitions that are application
based, topology based, and policy based [1].

Very often the applications will be best placed to make ana priori determination as to whether or
not a flow will be persistent. For example, a web server knows the size of all the files availab
download and it could discriminate flows based on that parameter. Application driven flows
require a protocol with which the applications may request connections4 but wide deployment of
such a protocol is some way off in the future.

Topology based flows, such as those in Cisco’s Tag Switching [3], IBM’s ARIS [4, 5], and C
cade’s IP Navigator [6], are established in the course of running the routing protocols. In th
cess of computing routing tables the routers establish a network of cut-through connection
correspond to the network’s routes. It is not simple for a router to determine in advance wh
expected usage of a route will be so a cut-through per route is necessary. Such an approac
be suitable for a network in which it is expected that a large proportion of all possible route
carry a significant amount of traffic.

We describe flows that are established by the network nodes in response to the usage of ro
being established by a network policy. Examples of this approach are Toshiba’s Cell Switch
Router [7] and Ipsilon’s IP Switching [8]. The definition of flows based on network policy pro
vides a simple migration path to a flow switching network since the flow discrimination and
switching is transparent to hosts and applications. Flows are usually defined according to h
tics set in the network by which network elements are able to discriminate flows. An examp
such a policy might be that a flow is declared whenever more than ten datagrams are seen
route with the same source and destination addresses within a period of one minute. Policy
defined flows usually expire by an automatic time out mechanism if they are not used.

The design of heuristics for policy based flow discrimination is not trivial. Many factors can 
introduced including fields of the datagram header, counters and timers with parameters th
depend on the header fields, time of day, resource depletion and many other factors. Flexib
the design of the flow discriminator is highly desirable since the characteristics of IP and In
traffic evolve through time so that a policy that works well today may not work so well in a f
months. Self optimizing algorithms for determining policy are not inconceivable especially if 
are able to track the non-stationary characteristics of IP traffic. We can expect to see resea
papers on these subjects in the near future.

Whether a topology or policy based flow definition leads to a more economical use of cut-th
connections will depend on the characteristics of a network. In a large campus network it is
unlikely that a significant portion of the full enumeration of host pairs will communicate direc
more commonly hosts will correspond with a limited number of servers and gateways. In ot
words, the traffic matrix in such a network will be sparsely populated. Alternatively, in the co
a virtual private network bounded by the interfaces between the public service provider and
tomer’s sites there are a relatively small number of sources and destinations and the traffic
may be more uniformly populated.

4. RSVP, the Resource Reservation Protocol [2] is a possible example of such a protocol.
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Flow granularity

One of the principle questions in defining flow policy is how coarse or fine the granularity o
flow should be. Granularity refers to how many communications share the same cut-throug
finely granular flow very few or only one communication shares a cut-through and a coarse
aggregated flow carries the datagrams of very many communications. The following list is a
selection of possible policies that produce different levels of granularity:

Source and destination addresses and port numbers.A flow that only carries the datagrams
between a unique pair of hosts and a unique pair of sockets might represent, for example, a
TCP connection. A web server would typically consume several flows to present one web p
since each page is usually composed of several files.

Source and destination addresses and destination port number.This is a flow definition specifi-
cally intended for www traffic. Once a flow is created from a server to a browser it will be use
all the files accessed from that server until the flow expires through lack of use.

Source and destination addresses.Without port numbers in the flow definition all datagrams
between a pair of hosts will share the same flow. In client-server networking this can save a
flows, but if only one application is using the network then the aggregation level is the same
with the previous example.

Network routes.A mesh of connections may be established that correspond to the routes in 
network. These may be point-to-point connections in networks that are small enough that t
ensuing number of connections is tolerable, or multipoint-to-point connections in which one
nection corresponds to each destination.

Routes to egress routers.The next hop routing protocol (NHRP [9]) uses the concept of a con
tion to an egress router. Given a destination address, a next hop router returns the address
egress router to which a cut-through connection may be established. This cut-through may
used for all traffic that shares the same egress router.

Source and destination subnetwork address.Flows between subnetworks can aggregate the tra
of a number of hosts into a single flow. If hierarchical addressing is used in conjunction with
classless interdomain routing (CIDR [10]) then the level of aggregation can be controlled b
selecting the length of the network prefix.

Next hop routes.In the extreme of aggregation all the traffic that shares the same next hop c
be put onto the same cut-through. At this point the benefit of using cut-throughs has disapp
since the next hop router will have to examine the datagram to be able to make a forwardin
sion.
Page 3
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Comparison of aggregation levels

When considering the advantages and disadvantages of any aggregation method one has 
certain general points in mind:

Motivations
• The basic motivation for flow switching is to simplify forwarding. For example, with ATM

switching hardware, once the cut-through connection is established there is no per-data
processing cost for forwarding user data.

• A secondary motivation for flow switching is the performance benefits experienced by u
through the use of flow switching technologies such as ATM. An end-to-end ATM conne
can potentially deliver lower latency than store-and-forward routers as well as higher thr
put. Such capabilities allow the deployment of high quality, real time multimedia and str
ing data services.

• The ability to provide quality of service commitments on throughput and delay is an impo
goal for the IP community and flow switching, since it is based on a connection oriented
work technology, should be able to provide the network mechanisms to support such co
ments. A flow switching proposal should therefore regard quality of service as a major g

• An associated motivation is that once flows are switched with ATM hardware the other c
bilities of ATM can be utilized to the benefit of the network and its users. These capabili
include hardware multicast, traffic monitoring (i.e policing), priority queueing or per conn
tion queueing, buffer and/or bandwidth reservations, and accounting capabilities (althou
internet protocols that are able to use some of these capabilities are yet to be develope
flow switching network that extends close to or even includes the hosts, it will often be p
ble to provide end-to-end delay and throughput commitments5.

Limitations
• One basic limitation of the use of cut-throughs is that cut-through connections are a lim

resource. The cell switching hardware of ATM uses connection tables to translate and fo
incoming ATM cells. The memory space for these tables is limited—a typical number of
nections for a 155 Mbit/s link is several thousand and not several tens of thousand.

• The processing cost of establishing and removing cut-through connections is also a lim
factor. Processing capacity is spent to install, maintain and remove the connection state
router’s local switching hardware and then again to advertise the fact to the rest of the n
work. The protocol used to advertise cut-through state is equivalent to the signalling pro
used in telephony or B-ISDN networks. In the case of IP Switching the protocol is called
IFMP and runs only between a node and its nearest neighbors to synchronize the mapp
IP level flows to ATM labels (i.e. VPI/VCI value) [11]. In Tag Switching the signalling pro
col is called the Tag Distribution Protocol [12] and it begins at the network ingress points
extends along the network’s routes.

• Link bandwidth is another limiting factor. Although it is not new to flow switching, the fac
that flow switching is used may allow link bandwidth to be increased. In ATM switches t
is often a relationship between the connection table size and the link bandwidth. This is
on the old B-ISDN rationale that ATM is a broadband technology and therefore ATM con

5. This is possible if the non-flow switched network local to the host is engineered to not be a bottleneck
Page 4
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tions with very low bandwidth are somewhat pointless or, at the very least, to be discour
Hence there is no need for tens of thousands of connections on a 155 Mbit/s link. This
assumption may need revision in the flow switching application.

• Another more subtle limiting factor can be found in the dynamics of the policy based flo
switching mechanism. In simple terms, efficiency is reduced if the latency in detecting a
and establishing its cut-through is a significant fraction of the flow’s duration. For non-re
time applications the ratio of concern is the fraction of bytes sent before and after cut-thr
rather than the temporal fraction.

The need for aggregation

Research indicates that traffic in the Internet core is very highly multiplexed. The degree is
what surprising: analysis by Newman [8] on measurements from a network access point (th
West NAP) suggest that, in a time window of one minute, the number of individual host-to-h
communications per Mbit/s of data is around 1400. This number corresponds approximate
the total number of connections needed to flow switch the traffic if the connection expiry tim
set to one minute. This definition of flows is based on a source and destination address an
flow is declared when the first datagram of the source-destination pair is seen. With Ipsilon
icy based flow definition this is clearly not a suitable heuristic but it does serve to indicate th
degree of multiplexing seen in the core Internet. Newman’s research suggests that a suitab
ristic would be to declare the flow after a number,n (with 10 <n < 20), of datagrams are seen
between the source-destination pair within a time interval of one minute. With the parameten set
to twenty the total number of connections comes down to about 300 flows per Mbit/s. For 1
Mbit/s links the total number of connections required by this heuristic is about an order of m
tude more than the average ATM switch offers.

Newman’s work also suggests that the dynamic connection set-up rate required to support
flows is about 2 cut-throughs/s per Mbit/s. If the IP switching node has a distributed control 
tecture such that the signalling capacity of the node scales with the number of ports, then 2
throughs/s per Mbit/s might be tolerable. However, today’s IFMP processors are centralized
handle several hundred cut-throughs/s—not several thousand.

It can, perhaps, be argued that measurements at a NAP like Mae West are unrepresentativ
average traffic conditions in the Internet but the evidence is that current technology lies abo
order of magnitude behind the requirement for host-to-host policy based flows in the Intern
these situations a more aggregated flow definition is clearly required.

Characteristics of aggregate flows in a flow switching network

For the sake of discussion we postulate a simple environment for aggregation: a flow switc
network at the core of an Internet that has conventional IP external interfaces (i.e. not flow
switched interfaces), flow switched internal interfaces, gateway functions at the edge nodes
manager of this network with the power to choose an appropriate aggregation policy. (We a
assume that the network equipment allows the choice of aggregation level.) In this example
Page 5
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level of aggregation would probably be chosen—perhaps a mesh of flows based on routes
work prefixes would be appropriate.

Now, assuming that the number of flows is manageable, how far does this model meet the 
discussed above for flow switching? The goal of simplifying forwarding has been met, at le
within the network, but conventional routing techniques have to be applied at the edges. On
ingress links the datagrams have to be examined to determine their flow. The highly aggreg
flows will have to be split up at some stage even if this is external to the flow-switched netw

As far as improving the quality of service perceived by users and applications, this scenario
not brought the benefits of end-to-end flow switching due to the store-and-forward techniqu
segmentation and reassembly used at the network edge.

To utilize the differentiated quality of service classes provided by ATM’s priority queueing h
ware in this aggregated flow switching scenario requires the establishment of more cut-thro
connections. The total number requires it proportional to the number of service classes— tw
many service classes required double the number of cut-throughs. Non aggregated flows, 
other hand, can have the service class individually assigned and supporting large numbers
vice classes does not affect the number of cut-throughs.

A related problem exists while trying to support multicast groups. The aggregated flows in t
network correspond to a superposition of point-to-point communications that happen to sha
same route across this network. That there is a strong probability that many communication
use the route is the reason for setting up the aggregate flow. IP multicast trees, on the othe
are less likely to be congruent over the whole network. It is desirable that underlying hardw
multicast capabilities, such as those of ATM, could be used to support IP multicast trees and
can do this if a multipoint-to-multipoint connection is established to support a given IP mult
tree6. But such a multipoint-to-multipoint connection can only be used to support additional
ticast trees if all these trees have identical topology within the flow switching network. So
although multicast can be supported in the network, the multicast trees will not be aggrega
together in the same way as point-to-point traffic.

The deployment of flow switching in this scenario has brought some direct, cost saving bene
the network provider. Although cost savings can be passed on to the network’s customers, 
not necessarily perceive any direct benefits. Aggregation was necessary to control the num
flows since the postulated network is in a core Internet, but aggregation worked to undermi
other goals of flow switching.

Aggregation as a partial strategy

If the network design is to achieve the goals of using ATM technology to provide quality of s
vice commitments on delay and throughput, real-time, and broadband capabilities then fine
grained cut-throughs will have to be supported. Since we have acknowledged that aggrega

6. This assumes that the cell interleaving problem of using AAL5 together with ATM channel merging is
resolved one way or another.
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will be necessary in some networks the question becomes: how can coarse and fine graine
be handled at the same time?

As far as the underlying switching mechanism is concerned the content of a flow is irreleva
ATM network only handles the connections which among them may carry highly aggregate
flows at the same time as fine grained flows, or any other kind of flow. It is entirely within th
responsibilities of the layer three routers that control the ATM network to determine what is
appropriate for cut-through. So if the layer three routing is able to aggregate most traffic but
mine when a fine grained flow is required then both kinds of flows can be handled at the sa
time.

The approach of switching fine grained and coarse grained is desirable at least in the shor
since the deployment of applications capable of using and justifying quality of service comm
ments is unlikely to displace best effort traffic very soon. So with a technology that can swit
both fine and coarse grained flows and can allow the network manager to set the aggregat
icy, the deployment of flow switching can allow cost benefits for existing networks at the sa
time as providing a platform for the roll out of new IP applications and protocols that can be
from quality of service commitments.

IP Switching currently uses three flow types numbered zero, one and two [13]. The type zer
is used to connect the routers with their immediate neighbors and they carry aggregated ne
traffic that is forwarded using the routers. Types one and two flows represent application-to
cation and host-to-host cut-through flows respectively. With type one flows the source and 
nation IP addresses and the source and destination TCP/UDP port numbers are bound to 
creating a very fine grained flow. Type two flows are bound only to the addresses and the p
numbers are encapsulated together with the data in the AAL-5 PDU. It has been suggested
extension one could define a type three flow in which additionally the source and destinatio
addresses are encapsulated and the flow is bound only to the CIDR prefix. Such type three
could be used to encapsulate data from gateway interfaces running BGP4 while other inter
could be set up with finer grained flows. This is an example of a technical approach to prov
users with the benefits of fine grained flows at the same time as letting the network take adv
of aggregation on a selective basis.

Augmenting and diminishing the aggregation level

The problem with the approach outlined above, of allowing coarse and fine grained flows to
exist in a network, is that it will not scale adequately to a potential future scenario in which q
of service commitments are widely used in large networks such as the Internet. To solve thi
lem we must find a way to switch fine grain flows end-to-end and aggregate them without lo
the quality of service commitment.

If fine grained flow switching extends end-to-end in a network but the network’s core uses a
gated flows then a mechanism for augmenting the aggregation level must be placed somew
the network. The complementary function that diminishes the aggregation would most likel
located in the same place. The device could tentatively be named audi (fromaugment/diminish).
Page 7
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One way to do this would be to terminate the cut-through connections on the audi and perf
flow discrimination at the datagram level. The flow discrimination policy would be set for co
and fine grained flows in the augmenting and diminishing directions respectively. To borrow
name from a sublayer of AAL5, this method of implementing an audi could be termed RAS7

(reassembly and segmentation) since the datagrams would be reassembled from the cut-th
connections and segmented again once the flows are reclassified. Since flows terminate at
audi the knowledge of which flow a datagram belonged to is lost in the subsequent network

A RAS based audi is unattractive since it will cause delay and will be relatively expensive c
pared with ATM switching. It may also become a bottleneck and as such present a problem
allocating network resources. Such an audi would require special hardware so it could not 
be turned on or off or be relocated in the network through as an aspect of network configur

An alternative the RAS approach is to use a hierarchy of flow levels. This approach, known
label stacking in the MPLS study group [1], takes a number of fine grained flows and merges
together in the cut-through switching hardware. The new aggregate flow is given a label on 
it can be switched while the labels of the individual flows are preserved.

One way of doing this with ATM technology is to use the VCI field as the fine grained label 
the VPI field as the coarse label. In this way, standard ATM switching hardware can be use
implement the audi—it is only required that the controlling router be capable of determining
aggregated routes. A generalized concept of label stacking could involve adding and remo
labels at several points along a flow’s route, although this is probably not feasible with stan
ATM cell switching hardware.

A version of label stacking is already available. An IP network may be implemented using I
Switching and layering this network over a core ATM network using ATM virtual path conne
tions. The VPCs should be established to correspond to the required interconnect topology
between the IP Switches. Multiple virtual path interfaces, each of which corresponds to an 
interface in the layer three network, can be established on one ATM interface. This can be 
lished most conveniently by giving the gateway points ATM addresses and using soft perm
VPCs. Soft permanent VPCs have the advantage of requiring the installation of hard state 
the gateway points.

Conclusions

It appears that aggregation of traffic in some IP networks is necessary in order to control th
number of flows but this is not required in all networks. Aggregation tends to negate some 
benefits of flow switching such as hardware multicast, traffic control and quality of service c
mitments although these can potentially still be provided through if suitable aggregation me
are developed. A combination of aggregate and fine grained flow switching is an attractive 
promise solution for the near term but is limited in its ability to support large numbers of fin
grained flows. Mechanisms exist for changing the level of aggregation within a network tha
vides end-to-end switching of fine grained flows but some careful attention has to be paid t

7. As opposed to SAR function in AAL5.
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traffic management issues at the aggregation points. With these thoughts in mind it appears
implementation of flow switching should allow the network manager to determine aggregat
policy and where the aggregation points should be located.
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